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' Sept....29., 1977

Campu• Crier·

At lon_g last-U ·status for Central
Centra• now has a faculty of 318,
With the beginning of classes on
Wednesday, Central entered into a an on and off campus enrollment of
new area-as a university. The 8,000, a multimillion dollar phyinstitution, having ·gone through sieal plan~ and academic offerings
many changes in its 86 years, leading to bachelor's and' master's
degrees in about 200 areas of
gained the new title in June from
legislation passed by Gov. Dixy specialization.
The main argument by Brooks
Lee Ray.
Students, an expected 8,000 . for the title change was based
from classe!) on and off campus, upon the fact that the institution
will be abie to graduate froin this was ·and had been for many years
·institution with university de- an institution~ of higher education.
He also stressed that more than 70 .
grees.
.
Also being granted the name
change that Central president ·
· James Brooks has worked on for
over 12 years is Easte·r n and ·
Western Washington State Colleges.
·
. This designatfon for Central
BY KEN MUNSELL_
brings the institution to1ts highest
since its origin in 1891 as Ellensti~. Floyd Rodine, 54, member
biirg Normal School.
and former chairman of Central's .
The school at that time had .a . History Department, died sudfaculty of four, 51 students . ~nd_ denly of a heart attack on August
offered only a two-year certifica- 10, 1977.
_Rodine was visiting his native
tion course for public school teachers. Since that time, ·the growth Nebraska at the tiine. Learning of .
_ of. the buildings and instructional his death, President James Brooks
stated that Rodine "will be rememoffering has been great.
The Normal School became bered as one of the most outstanding faculty members in the history
Central · Washingti>n College of of central, noted especially for his
Education in 1937 and the initials excellent teaching."
formed the traditional · "Sweecy"
Rodine was born on July 21,
title which brought about many 1923, ·at Hordville, Nebraska. He
traditions that have continued for served in World War II as a B-29
years. In 196i. with post-World pilot µi the P~cific. After the war,
War II growth, the instutition he received his bachelor of arts ·
became Central Washington State degree from Gustavus Adolphus
College in 1948. The Uniyersity of
College.

1

institutio,is similar to Central already had been renamed as universities.
. Brooks believes ·the new title
Nill benefit students graduating,·
from Central as they enter the JOb
market or in applications to grad- ·
ate schools.
The university will, however, ·
face the same enrollment and
budget pressures of the past ·
severaf years, ~fficial~ said.
Formation of a new honors .

:college, the Douglas, is one of · a ·burg Chamber ·of Commerce
number of new pro~ams to fit sponsored hamburger feed for
the needs of a changing institution.. students in the downtown busiAlso ·new thiS year was the ness area, on Oct.-1. Following the
'·
·-Freshman Preview Week, an il- · ~amburger feed, the activity·
.lustrative commitment of the uni- moves b-;_clt to the. campus with the
·versity-to give- students as first home football game at 1:30
much academic advisement as ·p.ni., facit{g one of ,Central's arch
possible' and to 'stress the small ' rivais, Eastern Washington Uniclass sizes and more personalized . versity. The'day concludes witll ~n
· instruction at Central.
Ass0ciated .Students
Central
. Cla,sses will ·proceed throughout sp0nsored disco dance in 't he SUB
·
tl~e week. _with the ann~al ·Ellens- ballroom.
.

of

Noted history prof dies
Nebraska granted him both_ JL
master of artwnd a Ph.D. by 195~.,
. Rodine· came to Central as an
assistant profess0r in i955 and
served 9n the History Department
faculty for 22 years. Promoted ·to
full professor in 1964, he .also
served two terms as chairman of
the department.
Noted as an exc.ellent scholar,
Rodine . published numerous articles and one book, "The Yalta
Conferenc~, Responsibility . and
Response~'.' from Coronado Press,
1975. At the time of his death,
Rodine also left an unfinished
manuscript on the "British Prospective on the American Revol~
tionary Period."
He was an active member of
many historical societies as well as
many campus ·organizations. An

Movie

lucky lady
SUB Theatre October 6-, 1977
3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
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activ_e menber of the First Presby_Church of Ellensb~g. '1e
occasionally gave lay sermons at
the chur.ch.
Dr. Burton Williams, Dean of
the School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences stated that people always
looked to Rodine for leadership in
times of crisis because of his
unquestioned integrity and high
academic standards.
Williams and Dr. Kent Richards,
Chairman of the History pepartinent have sponsored a petition
which has already gath~red the
names of 400 · faculty and civil
employees of the . university to

te~i8.n

name the new library bUilding
after Rodine. .P art of the statement on the petition asks that the
library t?e. dedicated to the "memory of an outstanding teacher,
established scholar' and. a gentleman of integrity' decency and
humanity.''
The greatest memorial to Rodine may remain, however in the
hearts and minds of the thousands
of students who have had their·
lives affected by his teaching;
Rodine is ·s.urvived by· his wife,
Trudy; two daughters, Debbie and
Kristin; .his mother, Mrs. Hanna
Rodine and two brothers.

Search continues
Nearly 250 . applicants from
throughout the nation are being
screened as candidates for . the
presidency of Central.
Linda Clifton, of Ephrata, chairperson of Central's Board of Trus·
tees, ·reported that they .inelude
many "very highly qualified appli·
cants."
"The board is pleased to see so
much interest in the post from top
higher education administrators
from across the nation," Clifton
said.
The Ellensburg university presidency will be vacated next year
with the res.ignation of Dr. Jame~
Brooks, who will have been the
institution's top executive for the

past 18 years.
With a deadline past for acceptance of applications, a screening
committee has begun work on
evaluation of the approximate 250
candidates. The committee is expected to have a list of 30
preferred candidates by Oct. 15
and to present -the names of the
top eight candidates to the board
of trustees in January.
The new president will assume
office in September of 1978.
"With the institution beginning
a new era as a university, we are
looking forward to the selection of
a president to help us carry on the
fine Central traditions of quality
education," Clifton said.
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Honors college set

NEVER ENDING JOB-Nicholson Pavilion may seem eternal to most
people, but to Delores Snow and Gerald Casey it isn't. It is their
responsibility to repair and seal the .cracks that appear in the support
beams.
[photo by George May]

NewminOr offered

A new honors college to be
launched at Central in January
will be named for retired U.S.
Supreme Court Justice William 0.
Douglas.
Aimed at serving the needs of
academically-talented
students,
the new college will provide a
broader and deeper exposure to
the Ii!J~ral arts and enable outstanding faculty to work more
directly with those students.
Naming of the college for Justice Douglas is in part to honor a
man called "one of the few truly
eminent citizens to be associated
with Central Washington," according to Central's president
Jam es Brooks.
"Perhaps more , importantly,"
Dr. Warren Street, chairman -of
the college proposal committee,
said, "the naming of t he college
recognizes the key role Justice
Douglas' stated views on university education have had in planning for the college."
A specialized curriculum has
been developed for the college
which is designed to help interested and talented students to
study, to debate and to think.
Planners of the college feel it
will encourage a specail community of scholars at the institution and be a "vital component in
developing the Central educational
mission."
While not requiring the establishment of new programs, the
hiring of new faculty or the
creation of new facilities, the
Douglas Honors College will recognize and reward academic excel-

Although it does not appear in to prepare elementary teachers in
this year's catalogue, there is a ·reading and instruction skills,"
reading minor offered this quarter Greatsinger said.
to Education majors.
When asked if the minor will be
According to Calvin Greatsin- expanded or upgraded to a major
ger, one of the persons responsible area of study, Greatsinger said,
for making this new area of study "More electives will be added
a reality, the reading minor will be later, but at this time, there is no
a 20 credit minor. There are 11 thought of making the reading
classes offered for the minor. Six minor into a major.-"
classes will be required, with two
out of five electives required to
round out the minor.
Required classes will be: Teaching word recognition; Teaching,
compr.ehension and study skills;
"HERBIE Goes to Monte Carlo" and
Assessment of reading skills; PraDisney'~ " Never a Dull Moment"
:·:-:
cticum in reading; Methods and
f:============================~
materials; and Seminar in reading.
"The seminar in reading will be
a culmination of all the previous
classes," Greatsinger said,.:•Bringing together all the knowledge
that was learned earlier and using
it in a class discussion."
The elective classes to chos~
from will be: Teaching reading jn
a multi-cultural setting; Reading
for the gifted; Reluctant reader
The VILLAGE
OPEN 6:45 925-4598
techniques; Reading preparedne.ss
PLAYS Thru SAT.
and beginning reading: and Teaching reading in content areas.
According to Greatsinger, tliere
will be two required classes offered each quarter starting this fall.
"Students are urged to start the
SUN. Thru THUR., OCTOBER 2-6
reading minor in their junior year;
allowing them to complete the
cours~s in time for graduation .....
Greatsinger said "the reading
minor was two years in the making
-Rona Barrett, ABC·TV
and was brought about for two
reasons. First, many administrators requested more preparation
of their Elementary education
teachers. Second, there is a growing empahsis for basic skills, the
basic three R's-other~ise known
.
OPEN 1:00 925-3266
1n
ELLEN DriveFRI., SAT. & SUN.
as reading, writing and arithmetic.
"The reading minor is expected
JOEY

r--:~~?E:]~~::f::---r
"Thi one movie
that you _
must
see Ibis raarl"
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON
SKYDIVERS
Free-fall and static-line instruction.

HAPPY
HOOKER
GOES TO

New class every Saturday
morning.
USP A-certified
Jumpmaster & Chief Instuctor.
Phone: 962-9170
1st jump $50; Six"jumps $100.

THE

WA~Hl"CiTOtl

SEED

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presents AHERB JAFFE PRODUCTION

JULIE CHRISTIE

11
in

DEMON SEED" FRITZ WEAVER

lence.
discussion led by top Central
Students admitted to the honors faculty, outside speakers and field
college must have scored in the top trips.
10 per cent of those taking certain
All Central departments will
standard pre-college tests and be involved in the honors college
have earned at least a B grade operation and special honors secaverage in certain _ high school tions for many standard courses
work. Transfer students and older will be formed.
students must have equal aptitude
Planning for the honors college
and background.
has been underway at Central for
Curriculum for the honors pro- nearly two years, led by_ Dean
gram will include a heavy empha- Burton Williams, who first sugsis on primary source material and - gested the college to the faculty.
written expression. Included in ·
Justice Douglas, in responding
the course work will be study of to the request that the college
the great works of literature, bear his name, indic~ted that he
augmented by special lectures and was "pleased and honored."

KARATEDO DOSHINKAN
an experience in awareness
through

TRADITIONAL

ZEN~RIENTED

TRAINING

Chief instructor:
Renshi Yondan R. S. Sinclair
Beginner's Training Now Starting

210 W. 4th Ellensburg

925-5888

BEAR BOTTOM JEANS
A very special bargain

~age
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·who needs U?
Now that Central has attained
university status, · a number of
changes affecting student life will
be immediately apparent · to you.
One change you're already painfully aware of is the tuition
increase. That hurt, but, friends,
it's only the beginning. Other,
more subtle, changes are waiting
in the wings to ambush you at
Central Washington University.
So that you're better prepared
to cope with these changes, we've
prepared a list of things to watch
out for at C.W.U. Following is that
list with some tips included:
(1) Tougher grading-This is
something they've been threatening to do around here for a long
time-deflate our G.P.A.'s. And
now that we're a university, grade
deflation will probably begin in
earnest. Universities, you see, are
supposed to be tougher at grading

,,

than colleges are. · At least that's the theory of it. The best way to
handle this is to goo on as you
always have. When your instructor gives you a predictable we'recracking-down-on2grades-lecture,
just shake your head sympathetically as if you understand,
then go on with your normal
routine and chances are, things
won't change much. Remember,
the principles of an old adage are
working in your favor here: Don't
bite the baud that feeds you. And
students, after all, are the ones
doing the "feeding'~ in this environment.
(2)
Emergence of graduate
students--One day soon, providing Central gets serious about
implementing more graduate courses now that it's a university,
your're apt to find in your midst
that university phenomenon,
known as grad students. Although they seldom appear much
older than yourselves, these people are apt to cause you a certain
amount of anguish, because, with
college degrees already in their
possession, they believe they're
smarter than you and will compete
like hell to prove it. This, unfortunately, raises the class curve
and chances are, you will be left
somewhere near the bottom -of
that curve, holding the C's and D's.
In addition to this, grad students
also get to become teachers'

assistants (pets) and this means
they will often be placed in a
position of power over you, doing
such things as grading your papers, delivering lectures and even
assigning you final grades. Perhaps the best w.ay to undermine
the power and influence of these
people is to undermine their
credibility with their respective
professors. The best way to do this
is to get them drunk or stoned in
such manner that their professors
either (a) see it or (b) hear about it.
This way the professors develop a
mind-set that the offending grad
.student is just another shyster
student. A word of warning: this
method doesn't work with grad
. students who carry briefcases.
They are impossible, incorruptable. So, beware of the coming of
grad students.

Applications are now open for
editor for the Campus Crier for
fall quarter.
Many other positions also open.
For more information, contact the

Mass Media Office , L & L 345 or

963-1026. Deadline for a-pplicatio,ns,
Wed., Oct. 5 at noon. Meeting at
4 p.m. in L&L Lounge.

Editor:

[3] The resurgence of sororities
and fraternities--University
status could fan the already growing sentiment to re-establish
sororities and fraternities at Central. Such clubs were the in thing
on the nation's campuses until the
late 60's and Central was no
exception. We had them right
here. Indeed, you didn't "belong"
unless you were a member of such
a club and this is probably why the
club-joining practice eventually
died-modern "cool" students
!>egan to realize the hypocracy of .
club joining, of pretending you
were better than others. But now
that we're a university, this sentiment could change, especially
when students realize that Central
is the only university in the state .
that still forces its younger students to live in dorms, a practice
that's shot full of hypocracy,
cons~dering the school claims they
do it for the students' own good
and not the money. At any rate, as
long as these students are incar- ,
cerated in dorms, they might as
well give them clever club names
like Delta Sigma Pheh and start up
the whole sorority-fraternity practice again. That way, at least, they
could get some fun out of their
dorm sentences-what with panty
raids, initiations and all the rest of
the "fun" that goes with club life.

Pam Whitener
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But if it happens, be prepared to
get snubbed...or .pinned.
[4) University bureaucracyThis means, simply, an increase in
the amount of red tape involved in
everything you might want to do
-more forms to fill out, longer
lines to stand in, etc ... Something
in the organizational chemistry of
a university brings this paperpushing syndrome out and big
time bureaucracy could be on its'
way to Central. You'll know this
has happened for sure when, say,
you try to add or drop a class and
find out you've been officially
dropped from school because you
missed filling out a portion of your
registration form. And when you
try to correct this error, you find
out that nobody will talk to you
because of a hidden clause in the
Buckley Amendmen_t. This is . all
bleak enough until you find out
that, because of your registration
miscue, all of your credits have
been erased and as far as the
university is concerned, you no
longer exist. -In the ~nd, you wind

.

up digging ditches for the county·
and plotting how to get even.
[5} No parking-There'll be no
parking on or about Central now
that it's a university. Cars violating this decree will be towed (at
the expense of their owners) to
Seattle. No one takes university
parking for granted, Silly.
[6] Confusion-This first quarter, of course, will be tough, trying
· to make the transition from a
college to a university, especially
when so many things are still
labeled CWSC around here. Don't
let this get to you. Wear your
CWSC sweatshirts with pride and
protect your books with last
quarter's CWSC bookcovers.
Don't rush out and scrape those
CWSC decals from your ·car windows. Remember, refusing to a· bandon these old symbols is your
first real chance as a university
student to demonstrate, to do
something radical. And you know,
as university students, you will be
expected to become much more
radical. So, long live CWSC!

Dall's Photo-Plus·
Welcome Back Students
Photo finishing available from

Robin Campo

Cindy Piccolo

1F ME

Jomes Goodrich

Political Editor:

Typists:

WELL;T~L CARTER

C-X and Kodak
processing
All films available

Jon Daigneault

Bill Lipsky

The newspaper of Central Washington University, published
weekl.y during the academic year except during registration,
vacation and the flnal week of each quarter. Views expressed
are not necessarily those of students, staff and editors of
Central Washington University. Advertising material presented
does not imply endorsement. Second class postage paid,
Ellensburg, WA 98926.

8-12-Exposure
Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Includes 110 Size

~--$1.99~:"

To the editor

· University

Programs
Cut _?

Lonely prisoner in need oi
will,society be effected? Two main
nowhere to turn for assistance.
·objectives of education are to
I am serving time for the misuse sincere companionship who wuitl
teach people how to live gracefully
of delinquent checks and know to hear from people of good will
in society and to give them
deceit and lies hang heavy in the and that enjoy writing. wm an·
enough· skills to accomplish this.
air all around · us in the world swer all letters.
goal. The amount and quality of
today, this is why I want you to_
education a society receives is
know the truth about me.
ThaDk you respectfullJ
I know this isn't the proper
Your-consideration in publishing
usually proportional to the amount
Robert A. Rutledge
and forms of social ills it gener- procedure in upholding the tradi- a small advertisement in your
330 W. Second St.
tion
of
your
college
paper,
but
I
am
paper will be greatly appreciated
ates. Should the state's education
Dayton·, Ohio 45402
·
system decompose, there exists- a at a c<?_mplete standstill with to the utmost.
substantial degree of probability
that social ills will increase. An
abnormal increase in crime, violent racial · tension, marital problems, drug addiction,
future
shock and undesirable social attitudes could result by the 1990's.
In general, the outcome could be a
trend towards diseased so~iety
with high monetary. social and
emotional costs.
_
_Although the legislature · contends that the institutions it
proposes to reinove are not yielding a viable product, eliminating.
them accomplishes little and has
the potential to create enormous
social problems beyond the scope
of the legislature's nonprogressive
thinking. If indeed the legislature's true purpose is efficient
educati<Jll and n~t a means to apply
pressure via education for a state
income tax, then it should establish administrators in the higher
education institutions that will
direct their programs to create a
more viable product. The legislature determines who the administrators are and the administrators determine institution policy.
It can only be inferred that the
monetary, educational, and social
costs of the future will outweigh
the initial monetary savings suggested by the legislature. Regardless of this probability, what
possible good can manifest from
weakening Washington State's education system? Can we realistically expect any positive benefit
from sch an action? Do the people
of the state really want to participate in the legislature's unconscious experiment? The citizens of
Washington State had betteP be
I
prepared to answer these questions.
T••••••••·----·•·-~--------~----··----~----------~-~--------

Lonely
p·risoner

The citizens of Washington State.
are about to engage in a crucial
sociological experiment courtesy
The
of the state legislature.
experiment will be a long term
commitment that will directly _or
indirectly effect every member of
.the state and may have irreversible consequences.
The state legislature is currently considering the removal oi
specific higher education institu-·
tions: graduate programs at the
state 'colleges' and doctorate programs at Washington State University (basically social science in
nature). According to the legisl~.ture and its research committees, these programs are not
necessary and the money they
utilize can be put to more efficient
uses.
The question remains,
though, as to how well the legislature has researched its proposal
and what effects it will have on the
people of the state . .
The state's education system is
very similar to a natural ecosystem. As the physcial scientists
have discovered, manipulating one
part of the ecology produces a
series of causes and effects that
influence other parts of the environment. The same can be said
of the education system. The lack
of graduate students at the state
'colleges' and Washington State
University will decrease the teaching and research capabilities of the
professors they serve. This in turn
will diminish the quality of education undergraduates receive. Un,dergraduate students acquiring
their degrees will then be teaching
in the elementary and secondary
~<;hools which will effect the
quality of education in these
institutions. The result is a complete deterioration of the total
education system.
If the state's education system
Darryll Olsen
should erode, what are the con- History Student
sequences tO be expected? How Central Washington University

PHOTOFINISHING SPECIAL

~

....

Photography Sale.
All film and

photography paper

10 %off
Sept. 29th - Oct. 28th

.I ll errol·'s
·111 East 8th Avenue

~

i

!
~

-------------·

Open 7 .days a _w eek
Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m. to 1 Op.m.
Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

-.
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Writers awards set
. Writers will have the opportunity to apply for two awards of
$4, 750 each to use in advancing
their careers in the first year of a
new honors program of the Wash. ington State Arts Commission.
Ifis the first time in its 16-year
history that the commission has
prnvided direct support to jndividual artists, according to Jacob
Lawrence, chairman of the Commission's Honors Committee.
Lawrence, - an internationally
kn<1i n Seattle painter and member ,,f the art faculty at the
1

Ur1iversity of Washington, called
the program " ... an extremely important step for the Commission
which will hopefully open up new
hori210.ns and challenges for established artists as well as for
promising ones still early in their
careers.
Many artists find it nearly
impossible to reach their creative
potential and improve their work,
wheth er in' writing, painting,
sculpture, dance, music or other
art forms, due to financial and time
constraints.

OVERTONS
TROPICAL FISH
RETIREMENT
SAL.E
Everything goes
Oct. 4 till e~erything is sold
Hours: Noon to 6 pII1. Closed Sun.
& Mon. 2 miles north of old
Vant.age Highway on Wilson
Creek Road. 962-9166

.l

I
----·------.

The Honors Program attempts ·
to lessen these difficulties. It also
offers new incentives for artists to
pursue their careers in Washington, rather than be forced to seek
professional advancement elsewhere," Lawrence said.
Planned as a three-year rotating
program, the first-year awafds
will be available to professional
literary artists, playwrights,
poets and .fiction and non-fiction
writers.
They will be chosen by a panel of
three literary artists selected by
the Arts Commission to review
submitted published material sole· ly on the basis of artistic excellence.
To be eligible . for the 1978
program, a writer must submit
selected published material for
consideration by the panel. Applicants must. be residents of Washing1 on and U niLed St.at.es citizens.
Application guidelines will be
available from the State Arts
Commission in early October.
Deadline for applications will be
January 13, 1978.
Further information on the program is available by cont.acting·
the Washington State Arts Com-.
mission, Attn: Honors Program, NICE TO BE BACK-Barb·Fox serves it up for Wilson Hall in the dorm
Olympia, Washington 98504, (206) volleyball competition outside Barto Hall.
[photo by George May]
753-:3860.

CE[ANNEL
Specialists in service and maintenance
of electronics
• Stereophonic Equipment
•citizens bond radios
•

Communications equipment

Right across frorn
McConneU Auditorium /
· 504 Eas't 8th Ave. 925-6228

*

Accept bank cards

ti.Jindgon£· .
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1 ·U' 1~

Writing

contest to
be held

Wants to welcome
yot; to C.W.U.
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Stays On His Mind

PERFUME
SPRAY MIST
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Adeline's

Restaurant

HAPPY
IOUR

SPRAY MIST
SPECIAL EDITION

$14.00 Value
by PRINCE MATCHABELLI ~

,

~

find pnt•try

"'•ll'"s!.

AVENUE AT PINE STREET

AND
COLOGNE

$6.00

·11 h 11

F11r ni 1in· inf1,rmation on eith er
writ<' ''' lnternati<1nal
l'uhli<'a! ions. -1747 Fountain Ave ..
Lo"' AngPIPs. CA 90029.

University Days
FOURT~
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\\ r•id• i-.. "fll'n ', , all c11ll1·g(• and
11r1 i\ t•n; i' y s! ud1 ·n1" desiring ! "
r•.a n · l h1.·ir p• •t ' l ry ant holug-izt>d .
(·ash pri11·s will g11 111 the t11p
fi\ !' P'•t·ms. I >1·adlin1· is Oe1. 25.
I !177 .
11 1• •rt '

315 N.MAIN

·

'

A.- ,~i~
.:.·~
.-.B}~~G
~~.-.' ~~. ~./1:.f1J1'~

5-6 p.m. ;
Mon.thru Thurs~

..

~--. ~,; .

Try our new lo'!nge
Schhtz on tap
Quality food at ·r easonable prices.
Everyday lunch specials
.

40~

iii

schooners

HOURS: Mon, Tues, Sat 7 am-9 pm; Wed
Thurs 7 pm-10 pm Friday _7 am-11 pm
Sunday 9 am-2 pm

G!'ld

\I

·L,
,[
,

1

1 1

GOVERNOR'S RACE-Gov. Dixy Lee Ray puts all her weight behind the oar during
a river Boat Monday. Trailing in the final streteh of a race, the governor piloted her

raft to victory when the Board of Trustees got hung-up on a rock.

CHECK IT OUT-Gov. Ray shows reporter
Jim Gosney a champaign cup presented to

her on the trip. Gosney is with the Yakima
Herald Republic.

LONG WINDEn-Dfsplaying her lung power, Gov. Ray blows
a campfire during the lunch stop.

o .i xy f loafs .river
Even governors need a day
··off and Dixy Lee Ray is no
exception. So when she was
"tJ

invited to float the Yakima River
• with CWU administrators and

c

i

_\ the board of trustees, she

LL

accepted.

:l

0

a..
>...0

It was the governor's first
experience with one of Centro-l's

en

favorite pastimes. Politics were

• left behind and she had a great .
time wining., dining and _floating
t

on the river.

.-.L:,,

:l

....00

..c

a..

SHOVE OFF-When the second raft tried to
. stop her raft Gov. Ray shoved it off with her

oar. She enjoyed the.competition.
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Veterans payment plan change.s
r

.

Administrator of Veterans Affairs Max Cleland has put his
. agency on alert status to smooth ,
the transition to new procedures
in issuing millions of dollars each
month in GI Bill education benefit

checks to veterans.
In a confernece call with directors of 58 Veterans Administration
regional offices, Cleland ordered a
review of all steps in the process
between registration and payment

of benefits of one million GI Bill
students.
The VA directors were told to
augment campus manning to assist
schools in the certification process.
School administrators have ,been

SPROUSE REITZ STORES

WESTCLOX

12.97
DIGITAL
ALARM CLOCK

Backlighted numerals are
easy to read at night, hour,
minute and second readout,
front set time and alarm,
woodtone case. reg 14.97

1.77

1.27

300 sheets of standard
8%"x 11" typing paper,
white, reg 2.19

EA

Fresh nursery stock in
assorted varieties of your
choice in 4" plastic pots,
reg 1.79 ea ·

15 oz carton of mouthwatering chocolate ooateo
malted milk balls
'

t99

1.97

1.19

300COUNT
TYPING PAPER

11.77

ASSORTED 4" POTTED
HOUSE PLANTS

WHOPPERS MALTED
MILK BALLS

ALL-PURPOSE
PHOTO ALBUM

Coil bound album with
self-adhesive pages, padded
cover,

CREST
TOOTH PASTE
7 oz family size, with
Flouristan to fight cavities

WESTCLOX
!f .

II IC. I - -

:- ~10
••••• 2
' 9 •

.

8
•-··-- .

'
••.

..,,. 6

•

""L

"

~-

. 3
~

Tak.ara·s

CON-TACT BRAND
SELF ADHESIVE PLASTIC

ELECTRIC
ALARM CLOCK
Sweep second hand, white,
bold, easy-to-read figures,
reg 4.99

It's easier than paint,
paneling or wallpaper, new
miracle A-21™ backing

makes it possible to
position and re-position,
it won't stick till you want
it to

,,v
II.

SPROUSE REITZ STORES
OVER 375 STORES THROl'.JGHOUTT\NELVE WESTERN STATES
OUR POLICY
Sprouse Reitz sincerely triH to pro .. de adequate supply to meet demand. If
edHrtlaed atems .,. not 1n stock because of non·.,flval, or tor any rea1on,
rain chtck1 are avatlablt on requesl. 1tem1 which are limited to quantities in
atock and which cannot be reordered are first come, tust served. Please
shop earlJ.

Peugeo1'1

B1cvdes ·Repairs · Salet · Servtee
Ooted Mon<1av'1 • 307 N . Main • 925-3326

5

3.77
KLEENEX
TISSUES
200 2-ply facial tissues in
each box, soft touches for
any room anywhere

asked by Cleland to extend help to aware of the new payment proveterans in light of the payments cedures.
Cleland's nationwide effort rechange. A massive publicity cam~
paign has been aimed by the VA at . sulted from the decision by Con·
the veterans themselves in an gress last year to end educational
attempt to make all concerned payments at the beginning of each '
month. The law also ended automatic advance payments of as
much· as two month's benefits at
the beginning of a school term.
These must now be requested by
the student.
The monthly prepayments re- ,
sulted in overpayment of benefits
when some schools and students
failed to notify the VA of student
dropouts or nonattendance.
The last prepayment benefits
were paid in May. Continuing
students received allowances for
June on July 1.
Cleland has now directed atten, tion to the fall enrollment and new
advance pay procedures. Regional
office directors were told "to take
every. possible step to assure that
each veteran student is aware of
fhe new payment procedures.
"I don't want a single veteran to
be surprised," Cleland said. "I
want this change to be accomplished as smooth~:' as was the
e•nd of t.he monthly prepayments.
I ani confident with maximum
PROFESSIONAL
HAIR DRYER/STYLER
eooperation between VA, school
officials and the veterans, we can
The blow dry look made
make the switch without undue
easy with 1050 watts of
drying power, 4 heat
hardship."
positions, 6% ft cord, UL
If a student requests advance
listed, styling attachment,
payment of the first montb, or
reg 15.97
partial month, of a~tendance, plus ,
the following month and the school
agrees to process it, the normal
interval before the first recurring
VA check is received will be 4
will be Bo-85 d_ays.
Cleland urged students to analyze what the change will mean to
their individual budgets and to
plan for any gap i!l their benefit
payments.
"Since advance payments for
the beginning "lf the next school
term ar1' n~1 longer automatic,
anyone w•.sh ;ng to apply for them
should d<• ~o as early as possible,"
LAUNDRY
BASKET
he said, "allowing for a 30-day
processing period."
Strong plastic, lightStudents who can't find needed
weight, with easy carry
handles, 11/2 bushel,
campus jobs should inquire about
choice of colors
·
VA's work-study program, Cleland
advised.
The VA chief. urged students
having questions to contact their
veterans representative on campus or the nearest VA office.

1.47

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

BLACK MAGIC
HOUSE PLANT MIX

Mixture of eight
exclusive ingredients,
dean formula, long
lasting, add only
water, reg 1.98

ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

Open 7 days a week
for you convenience

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

Our research pa'p ers are sold for

9a.m. - 6 p.m.
weekdays
12 - 6 -p.m.

Sunday~"'
404.N.
Pine if~

research purposes only.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16
E I
I
I
Name
I
I Address
I City
.
I
I State
Zip
I

···J

I

I

Please rush my catalog.
Enclosed is $1.

• -;.~

. .,.

-~·1'_·-

....

'!'!;

•.

·,.

I

L.:-------------·
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-The Ranch 1s Back~

'--------Newly rein ode led------'
- - Live music .- Wednesday, Friday and Saturday

3oe schooners
50
. $1 pitchers
.

'

· Grab your gal and come
.

.

on out and boogie

''The best dance floor in town'' ,

Old Vantage Highway

'

Campus

Pqe l._ .. .

Cri~ri

Sept. 29, 1977

6

Prices sub/ect to change

New oWners & managers
Arnie, Jerry and Br,-ad Greenwa_lt
.

. Mon. n "ltes

Alter every Central football
game Grill-your own Hamburgers 4-7 p.m.

Pizza all nite

8" $237 tax included
12 11 $3 42 tax included
Pitchers $ l 2 5 all nite

Wed. nit e

$1 oo.

including beverage

Pitchers $1° 0

Wine Happy Hour Thurs.

Rancher Steak

all nite
No cover charge till 9:30 p.m.

Green salad, hot french bread

$2 37

tax included

Every Thurs. Ladies nlte

Every Fri. - Luncheon

- Upstairs with half price cover

·Happy Hours:

.

.

Menu changes weekly
5-7 p.m. downstairs · Mon.- Fri.
,.,

8-9 :30 p.m. upstairs Wed.~Sat.

Goofy's Fall

Sandwiches
GRILL YOUR

Band Schedule
Sept. 28-0ct. 1
Tim Harmon Group

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

5-8
Appaloosa
12-15
Epicentre
19-22
Nash
26-29
bro'Nn
Nov. 2-5
Lucky Pierre
Nov. 9-12
Jr. Cadillac
Nov. 16-19 Thin Red Line
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 Shyanne
S~yboys
Dec. 7-10
Hours:

Special

·ow

POOR BOY

'l'O PERFECTION

NEW YORK

$7.00

an exc-ellent choice .......... , •• , , •• ,

FRENCH DIP

THE "SIZZLIN'' SIRLODr

lean and savoey .••••• , ••••••••••••••• $4.75

s~~~7'!';;it~Kimarinade

corned beet, turkey, jack obeeso,
tomat<>s and 1000 island ................ $2.'2'
french bread gorged with thinly
sliced rare roast beef and au jus ...... $2..'2.!5

$4.75

R~!:', B=e

. , • , ••••

$4.75

REIJBt:N

RABCHER STEAK
a favorite - tender bottom sirloin , , ,

$3.7.5

••••.••••••••••••

-~!1~~~!!.!!~~goodies

roast beef on trench bread •• $ \.9;..

1113ers of corned beef, swiss cheese,
eourkraut, and served on rye bread ..... .f; 1.95
CLUB HOUSE .

a triple deoker loaded with sliced
turkey, bacon, lettuce and toma toe •••• ,

All of the above served with baked pqtato,
· Salad bar, and dinner roll.
·
LUNCHEON STJ>:AIC

a savory steak, salad bar and
Jo-Jo tries with dinner roll.
Served until 2 PM, .................. , $3.?.5

Sat ads
CHEF'S SALAD

ham, turkey, cheese, the works •• , •••, $ 2.6!)
Dinner size .... ,.-t1.75'
SHRIMP LOUlS
on a bed of ~ electeJi local greens ••••

$ Z.55

TOSSED GREEN

_

salad and dinner roll, choice
of dressing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

·

$too

a favorite ~time ....... , ••• ........ , • .f; 1.85
HAM & CHEESE

ham and swiss cheese served on
white or rye bread ..................... $1.95
T1JRJCEY
.
sliced and piled high with lettuce,
tomato on vhi te bread •••••••••••••••••• $ \.65

p!~::rwith
GRILLED

mustard on rye bread • , , •• , ,

:~~:ran o: :::~e t~~~~~. ~::~~~: • •• •,,,,. $1.:35

8

ALL SANDl-/ICHES S1':RVED I/ITH POTATO CHIPS,
POTATO SALAD AND PUDDING.

and...

SALAD BAR

Tossed green salad, olives, green
onions, sliced carrots and pickled
vegetables, 3 bean salad, crutons,
and a roll. All you want .. , ..... , •••

WEIGHT WATCHBRS

1/3 lb. ground beef, cottage cheese,

$2..2.5

works" served with Jo-Jo fries ; •,,. •.

$2..75

Pizza

and tartar sauce •••••••• • .$1.9!5

SH!lDIP IN A BASJCE'l'

21 delicious Pacific shrimp,
Jo-Jo fries and shrimp sauce , , , • , , • , , .$J.00
SOUP & SALAD &: BREAD

bot, crisp and fresh •• , •• , ............ $1.45

SOUP OF THE lllY
made frosh daily

Cup ••••• ••••, $
llowl , ......... $

B0er&Wih0

DRAFT BEER
GLASS .......... , ••• , •• ,,..,.,.,,,,,,,,$ .40
PITCHER ••••••••••••••••••• .. •••• ...... 4,.7.5
BURGUNDY
ROSE'
RHINE
GLASS ................................. $ .75
HALF CARAFE ••••••••••••••••••••••·• .. ,$1.7.5

just ask your waitress caus·e it •s
never the same l l l l l

Etc.
FRESH SHR.IMP COCKTAIL • , , •• , , , , ,

CARAFE •••••••••••••••••"'""''"'"''"$,:5,00

n, • •,, •

POTATO CHIPS • , • , , ...... , .... , •• , • , •• , •• $
POTATO SALAD ••••••• , .. , , .. , .. , , • , , • ,. • • $

BAKED B~~ .... , , ..... , ....... , .. , .. , • ,

SpQcers
COFFEE, TEA, • • • .................._•••• $
TOXA'l'O JUICE , • • .. • .. , ... • .. ,,. .... ,., •• $

Dessert

p.mw Sun.

925-3236

,.~!>

.65

.7,
.,0

.25
$ .2!!§

COKE, BUBBLE-UP, TAB J(ILJC,,,.,, •• , ...... $

CHEESE CAKE ........................... $ ,(>~

101W.4th-Ett0nsburg

$

JO-JO Fnn;s ............................ $
IDAHO BAKED POTATO
with everything , , , , ••, ... ,. •• •••,,, ••• $

I

4~ 12

,30

,55

000.li'Y' S FRIDAY SP<;CIAL

"THE COMBINATIOH"
cheese, ham, pepperoni, mushrooms,
tomatos, & green . peppers
8" ................................... $2.75
12" .......................... ••••••••• $3.95

I

and tomato slices • , ••• , •••••• , •••••••• .$1.6~

Fj~~: ;~i=~

Burgers
THE OOOFY BURGER
bacon, lettuce, tomato, pickles,
cheese, etc. on a sesame seed bun
served with Jo-Jo fries , • , , , , •• , , • , , • $1.&~
'1!!E SUPER BOG BURGER
1/2 lb, of ground beef with "the

$1.95 .

CHE~E

The above do not include salad b<U>,

11 :30 o.m. ·to 2 o.m. Mon.-Sot

$ 2. .2!5

BLT .

.,3,

· .25 .

.,3,
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CWU grad teaching in Jamaica
"The greatest personal satisfaction has been watching the girls,
seeing their skills develop and
seeing them begin to take pride in
themselves," said Sharon Samms.
For the past three years,. Mrs.
Samms, 25, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Pocnich of Federal
Way, has been teaching about 14
young women ages 16 to 18 how to
sew and to make patterns.
Samms, a 1973 graduate in
clothing and textiles of Central·
start,s her classes out with the
basics. "I teach them how to use a
ruler and tape measure, how to
figure fractions and in general the
importance of being accurate.
Samms joined the Peace Corps
about three years ago and has
been located on Jamaica, the third
largest island in the Caribbean,.
for the duration of her corps term.
Jamaica has been facing large
scale unemployment in recent
years. Vocational education to give
skills to young men and women
·-who ~re not university-bound is a .
national priority.
About 200 students attend Girls
Town, which is a government-supported school. After one year of
required academic studies, they
can continue with adademic or
specialize for one or two years in
either sewing or cooking.
"My goal is that they can sew for
themselves and for their families.
If they wanted to go into dressmaking they would have to apprentice themselves to someone.
You can't buy patterns in Jamaica,

so each girl has her own basic
pattern which fits her," Samms
said.
Samms did theatre costuming
during_college and noted that s~e
sews all of her own clothing and ·
makes her husband's suits and
shirts.
;'There really is a great satisfaction in wearing something you've
·se.wrt yourself."
In addition to the teen-age
students, Samms supervises four
or five older women who are
participating in the government's
IMP ACT program for unemployed
women who have five or six
children. These women receive $25
a week to attend class and learn a
skill. "Some of the ladies from last
year did get sewing machines to
earn money from their sewing,"
she said.
In late May, Mrs. Cyrus Vance,
wife of the U.S. Secretary of State,
visited her class with the wife of
the U.S. Ambassador to Jamaica.
Mrs. Vance was accompanying
Rosalynn Carter on her Latin
American trip.
"They were very impressed
with the wor:k of the students. The
Ambassador's wife, Mrs. Irving,
ordered a denim skirt," she said.
"I've really enjoyed the experience," she said. "I think the Peace
Corps is great. It was kind of
lonely until I worked myself into
the Jamaican community. At first,
it's hard to meet people and it
took time to find people who would
be my close friends.

·

IN JAMAICA-Peace Corps Volunteer Sharon
Samms assists one of her students with some hand
basting. Mrs. Samms, standing, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Pocrnich of Federal Way. She
recently completed' three years as a volunteer
sewing instructor at Girls Town, a government·
"We were -told that the main
goal of the Peace Corps is to
promote international understanding, so if it does nothing else, it
does that. The:i:e is so much
general knowledge uolunteers
have. I often speak with the ladies

supported school in Kingston, Jamaica. Most of her ·
students are between 16 and 18 years old, but a few
are older women who are receiving a government
stipend to take sewing classes. Mrs. Samms is a
1973 graduate in clothing and textiles from Central
Washington University.
·

about their families," she said;
Samms is one oJ about 100 Peace
Corps volunteers serving in Jamaica. The government of Jamaica
first invited Peace Corps volunteers in 1962 and today the
volunteers are assisting in educa-

tion, forestry and health programs.
Around the world, more than
6,200 Peace Corps volunteers are
taking part in similiar assignments
in 62 developing countries in Latin
America and Africa.

-----------Changes made-----------

Com m. minor revised
The Department of Communica- group discussion, interviewing,
tion has recently made a number business and professional speaking
of revisions in the minor of and electives round out the 25Organizational Communication.
. credit minor, which may be comDesigned to complement a pleted in one year.
broad spectrum of majors leading
. An informative brochure on the
to careers in business and industry, government, education and
social and community services, the
new minor is intended to be an
even stronger addition to a student's primary field of study.
Among the changes are the
inclusions of a new course in
Organizational C_o mmunl.cation
and of a program of contracted
field experience to provide students with practical work in an
organizational setting. Courses in
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Hewlett-Packard
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minor is available from the Communication Department office, 215·
Edison Hall. Students wishing
further information.are also urged
to contact either Corwin King or
Lynn Osborn of the communication faculty.

sweaters Galore! !
StY-les-? .
V Neck
Crew Neck
Scoop Neck
Hooded
Slit V Neck
Cowl
Colors-?
You name if!
We've go.t it!

...•......•.....•...................................
-

This coupon is good for
20% savings on any
sweater at Terrace
.
Fashions
.
: ....•••....... ,CLIP & SAVE .............. :
Bank cards
Free Gift
welcome
wrapping

store hours 9:30-5:30
Monday-Saturday

,
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Tending the sheep •••

- 1!"

'

II
~

'

BREAK TIME-Amador Caldevilla takec a breaik
after moving the sheep. He calls the small trailer in

the rear 'home' most of the year.

... is a b·ig iob
DOING HIS JOB-Pinto, a well trained sheep dog, chases an
ewe back to the Omk. Shepherds rely heavily on the skills of

sheep dogs. Without them keeping the flock together would be
difficult.

A sheperds' life is not for those accustomed t o easy
.living. It's too demanding for modern comforts.
In the spring, the sheep are moved to ~ t he big~
Cascades to spend the summer grazing in mountain
meadows. This flock was no exception.
Gabino Rodriguez and Amador Caldevilla spent last
summer on Forest Service lands tending th,';"ir floe~
Rodriguez' two sons accompanied the men. They
grazed the sheep in rugged areas, often using pack
horses to set-up their camps.
They must watch the sheep around the clock Lamb•
are in constant danger from bears and coyotes.
When logging roads permit, the men drive small
housetrailers into grazing areas. These are small and
equipped with just bare necessities. A swJ.ll wo<><i
stove, a bunk, a first aid kit and a stool are its' features.
Caldevilla and
To keep their flocks

Rodriguez use sheep dogs. These dogs are smaller
than the sheep, but the dogs are very good at handling
them .. If a sheep strays from the flock the dogs quickly
chase it back-snapping at its heels all the way.
The men now have t heir sheep in a pasture west of
Ellensburg. They brought the flock of l,800 sheep
down from the mountains five weeks ago and they
wi!I move them down to Sunnyside next week.
. Cold weather will keeP. them in Sunnyside over the
winter. Rodriguez' sons are already there at tending
school.
Wint er will give the men a chance to spend more time
with their families. They will also have a chance to
enjoy modern comforts. But next spring Amador
Caldevilla and Gabino Rodriguez will be back in the
mountains-far from the hustle and bustle of modern
society.
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LOOKING AHEAD-A sheep appears to be looking
ahead as the Dock is moved to another .i>asture. The

;%

shepherds were able to move their 1,800 sheep across the
highway wit hout too much trouble.
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WATCHING THE FLOCK-Gabino Rodrigu_ez watches over his flock west of Ellensburg.
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MOVING THEM OUT-Gabino Rodriguez and bis sons Jose [Left] and Salvador [right] move their flock to another pasture•

Arts & Entertain1nent .
Fleef\Nood-Mac 'takes' Rockys
The 1977 Rock Awards were
presented earlier this month by
hosts Peter Frampton and Olivia
Newton-John on NBC's ·annual
award ·show. Don (or Hari, as

those of us in the business call him)
Kirshner was again the producer
Qf the show, ·which- this yea'r
nick-named the award trophies
"Rockys" (clever, huh?).
4

HOUSE PLANTS
~.t

Really add to your
~" Interior Decoration.
-~''f~..:/~i
We have one of the
largest ·selections to choose from
(over 70 hanging plants}.
We also ·have clay pots,
fertilizers, pottery, soils, hangers,
stands, ceramic pots
: :) • -

Wiiiiam's Greenhouse
'our business ls g-rowlng'

The Rock Awards might have
been better called the FleetwoodMac Comedy Hour as F-M eventually walked off with awards for
the Best Producers, Group of the
Year, Single Record of the Year,
Album of the Year, Rock Personalities of the Year, not to mention an
award for Public Service.
I was surprised that F-M wasn't
elected to the Rock Music Hall of
Fame. The late Elvis Presley
managed to cop that distinction. It
seems you have to kick the bucket
to get that kind of recognition
these days. The competition for
votes to get the awards must have
been fierce. For instance, Fleetwood-Mac had to beat out Johnny
Rotten and the Sex-Pistols for the
Rock Personalities of the Year
award. The judges must have lost
a lot of sleep trying to decide that
one.

...................................~··~·,

Jean's
Juniors

Mens

I

Boz Skaggs picked up both the
single of the Year and the Rhythm
and Blues Single of the Year
award with his big hit "Lowdown."
Other winners were Stevie Wonder, Best Male Vocalist; Linda
Ronstadt, Best P"emale Vocalist;
Bruce Springsteen ("Blinded by
the Light"), Composer of the Year;
Stephen Bishop, Best New Male
Vocalist; and Yvonne Elliman,
Best New Female Vocalist. Elliman noted that it was "nice to be
recognized after knocking around
for eight years." Years ago, she
sang the part of .Mary Magdalene
in the rock opera "Jesus Christ
Superstar."
The group Boston was given the
title of Best New Band, although
I'm not quite sure where the band
hails from. Public Service awards were
given to Joan Baez, Harry Chapin,

Welcome CWU Students
We've got everything for the sportsperson
0
athletic
oskiing
hunting &
equipment
. ~shing
0

-WILLIE &TQANGE
8portins Goods
506 N. Pine 925-2200

The Spinners, The Bee Gees and
Kansas.
The Rock Music Awards seem to
be an accurate reflection of the
current state of the music business. Whoever sells the most
records gets to be called the best!
That's crap. Perhaps there should
be a separate awards show that is
judged on factors and merits other
than commercial success (like
musical competence for instance).
The judges and dee-jays who
vote for the "Hari" Kirshner Rock
Awards should be strapped down
and forced to listen to the DoubleMint chewi:r:ig gum jingle for 17 or
18 continuous hours and then we'll •
see how much they like commercial muzak. Double your pleasure,
double. your
fun ...
All seriousness aside, however,
I realize I've just alienated 3,000
Fleetwood-Mac fans and groupies
here at Central. And it's not that I
don't like Fleetwood-Mac, but
they're not the only group in the
world.
Oh, well, nobody loves rock
critics anyway. We're just jealous,
frustrated musicians, and we
never get to... .
EDITOR'S NOTE: Jody was
unable to finish this article as he
was last seen crying hysterically
and running from the Crier Office ~
mumbling something about "I wish
I was like Peter Frampton ... "

Ugly Bear
Bring your hunger and thirst on down
for Daily Sp·ecials
Sunday: free pool 4-tables
Monday/
Tuesday: free popcorn with purchase
Wednesday:tree pool 4-tables
•Wine 40¢ a glass, pitcher of
Th urs d ay•or
60 oz. pitcher_of beer $1

wine
50

.

Friday I
schooners 4 for $1.00
Saturday: pitcher $1.SO Variety of Deep Fried Food
and Fresh Sandwiches
Super Prewashed 1403
Denim
ONLY AT

f7~11.

DOWNTOWN ELLENSBURG

925-3124

Pinball, Air Hockey, Pool,
Foosball and other Electroni·c· Games·
KEGS, GALLONS, PONY_KEGS TO GO11West 3rd

925-4602

Arts &Entertainment
Jody Daigneault·

Hey.·kids.J /t's TrendyTeen Time.
I

Albums for this week's record
• review
were provided courtesy of
J\ce Records and Czardas.

Grateful Dead/Terrapin Station
Having remained considerably
t less than an avid Dead Head (or
groupie, if you will) ever since the
Grateful Dead formed, out of the
Frisco trip of lhe '60's. I had my
doubts that this album would do
much lo change my mind. On the
coritrary, rhave found the album,
refreshing and multi-textured.
' U~e of two drummers and a female
vocalist is extremely effective.
It's common knowledge that the
Dead have a well-organized cult
following and al the risk of
suffering physical harm from some
c)f lh'e larger, more aggressive
, ones, ·1 do have one MINOR
criticism of Terrapin Station.
Portions of side one · are, well,
commercial-sounding. mi, well,
• what the hell, lhey're probably
gonna kill me after reading this
anyway, so here goes: some of this
stuff is downright Disco Dead~ particularly the cut called "Dancin'
in the St reels." 'Nuff said about
that, ·as Mick sez: "you . can't
always get what you want."
• I've heard all of the Dead's Lps,
but from what I have listened to, I
dcfinatcly gel off on Terrapin
Station more then on all their
., other ablums combined. Side two
of the alb!.Jm. called Terrapin

Station interesthlgly . enough, ·is
simply . fantastic. The synthesizer
and drum w'o rk are ~he highlights,
as well as the vocaf lines. · There
·are l'Ven woodwind insti'.uments
floating around . and throughouf
this side. I .think .I've just became
a Dead Head.
·
Oh my god, what will my parents
· and teachers think of me now?

Mahogany Ru8h/World Anthem
Once I had read Joe Fcrnbachl'r's
Rolling- Sterne n•vicw of Mahogany
Rush, I decidC'd that I too wantl'<l
to hear that whi<'h Fernbaeht>r
dt•_scribes as, "n•ptilian imagery,
carnivorous moans and new sensual susurra:tions" thal leave "only
azoic black holes of uselessness in
its' wake." I mean, oh boy, where
else can you get "reptilian imagery
and carnivorous moans" these
days?
Fernbacher likens "World
Anthem" lo the Doors' "Strange
Days" and in that respect he may
not have been too far off. After all,
Jim Morrison was lhe Lizard King.
Nevertheless, the "reptilian
imagery" escaped me somehow,
but in its' place I found ~ood
hard-drivin', rock, in the tradition
of Jimi Hendrix. ·
"Mahogany Rus-h plays to blank
generation" writes Fernbacher.
So be it. Blank is beautiful.

a

·that, as the first song on side one
:points QUl, they are Too Hot ·T o ·
Handle • . Au contraire. I tend tO
·believe the title , of the second
.song, in that the album is: Just
:Another Suicide.
,·
Too Hot To Handle comes off like
.a tune that Kiss and BTO might :d o··
if, heaven rorbid, these bands ever
:were to combine forces.
Try Me (third song, side one)
mellows out and highlights the
vocalist and some string tracks.
It's pleasant, but doesn't really go
,anywhere.
The title cut, Lights Out, finishTangerine Dream/Stratosfear - es up side one to save that side of
Sci-fi rock al 'its' best. Lots of the album. Lights Out has some
moogs, piano, mellotrons, harpsi- meat on its , bones. Light& Out
chord, rhythm computer (no moves out with some kick-butt
drums·n. ·Kind of like a. .heavy action.
Kraftwerk or floaty Pink Floyd.
Along Again Or (side two, song
The harpsichord offers some nice two) brightens up side two with
laid-back melody lines to kick-ba:ck . the colorations produced by the
and conlemplate your navel by.
horn arrangements and acoustic
Good sluff here in the Stratos- guitar work. :Not too heavy, not
too light-just right.
Strains ·· of Zeppelin's - Whole
fear. I hear tell it's fun to watch
laser light projections, while iis- Lotta Love abound in Eleetrie
tening to Tangerine Dreams' Phase (side two cut three). Vocals
material. The stuff dreams are and slide guitar make this on~..-~f
made of; Tangerine Dreams, any•

1

om; .

Frontier,·
Ta.v ern.
(Between Goofy's a~d the
Tav)
·

Happy Hour 4~6
Kegs to go.
"The only red·neck bar in ·
town."

way.

UFO/Lights Out.
UFO, originally 'from Germany,
is a five-member band who seem

determined t.o prove to the world

It's everything you ever
wanted from boots . . . . and
more. Leather sole, leather
uppers, smart stitching and
old:.fashioned boot-making
skills that will make these ·
boots comfortable and long
lasting for many years.

500 Mt. View

Records and tapes

_$1 OO off
regular value
Watch for weekly specials on top
20 LPs.

Boots
From
To

Hours: Mon.- Fri. l 0-8 Sat. & Sun. 10-7
We accept
Bank Americard

and Mastercharge

ttie'·

. the more listenable tracks of .
··
~
·- UFO has broadened its_. horimns ':
on this LP. · There's .a little{ ·
something for everybody. · Still;] .
can't help but remember Jim
Morrison's plea in Wlien 'Dae
Muie'a Over..."ttirn out the , ·
lights." UFO has the· UCbt&
they just forgot to pull the plugs
out is all.
·
UFO has done some nice things in
the past, but I doubt that th.is
album will make the·band a Known
Flying Object.
.

~ album.

save on iamous name brands

$29 95
$6200

Mundy's
Shoe .Store
·o.owntown
Open late Friday evening
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Arts & Entertainment
Heart:no heartbreaker
BY JODY DAIGNEAULT

The 10th anniversary of The
Summer of Love has come and
gone. but. whether or not that fact
has anyt.hing to do with a review of
;1 l'ouple of Heart concerts remains
questionable. The concerts reft'rred i '' are the ones that took
plae(' at he Yakima Speedway and
Sea! t le's Memorial Stadium
during the las1 week of August.
Ga\\d, I get into Heart! They're
no~ 11nly great to listen to, 'they're
fun ! 11 watch as well. Both performan<'es were extremely well re1·ei\'ed by the audiences (knowing
fully t ha1 few people spend eight
1

bucks to see a band that they don't
care for in the first place).
Heart definately gave the audiences their money's worth. They
ran around, jumped up and down,
sang hard, played intensely and
otherwise looked and played like
they were . thoroughly involved in
kicking out the jams.
The atmosphere at the Seattle
concert was set by the huge mural
that looked like a giant gypsy
wagon with the stage set in the
middle of it. Fortunately, the
crowds were relatively mellow,
opting to ·throw frisbees as opposed to firecrackers and cherrybom bs.
By now you're probably wonder-

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

ing just what do they play? Well,
they play rock. Mellow rock,
melodic rock, soft rock, hard rock,
heavy metal rock, acid rock,
screaming heebie-jeebie rock,
harmonic rock, floating feminine
rock, gutsy wailing ballsy rock,
quiet rock, and loud rock, Sorry
kids, but no disco, punk-rock,
middle of the road rock or country
western.
Most of Heart's concert material
is derived from the two albums
that have been released (a_ third
album has not been released to
the general public, although many
radio stations possess a copy and
are playing it).
The only non-original tunes
played in the two concerts were
Led Zeppelin's Rock and Roll and
Nilsson's "Without You" and they
were done as encore numbers.
Playing a Zeppelin tune came as no.
shock to me for they have been
compared to the Heavy Metal
Blimp before, but it was the
Nilsson song that came rather as a
surprise. They did the son~ well
but it just seemed out of character
for Heart's style. Still, Heart's a
young band so they'll be developing their style as the pressures
of a Northwest band gaining
popularity in the international
music scene come to bear.
In other words, a Heart concert
is a good concert. By the way,
happy 10th anniversary .

KICKIN' OUT THE JAMS- Few do it better than Heart.
Photo by Jody Daigneault.
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Spring
Friday
Sept. ·30
SUB Ballroom

9p.m. to 1 a.m.
$1 50 per person

I
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Sports
Ingram ~opes for pro career
jim Ingram has just one year of on the day before our first league maturity and quickness and that
college basketball eligibility re- game it popped again. I started quickness helps the defense. We
maining and he plans to make the screaming, I was so mad."
have guys that know what it takes
This time he was in a cast for six to win.''
most of it.
His coilegiate career to this -weeks and it was nearly 11 weeks
Along with the eight lettermen,
point has been a. rocky one and he before he could start running coach Dean Nicholson has recruihopes to finish on a high note to again. He said t.he foot ' feels fine ted some players who will be able
at.tract the attention of profession- now, and he is looking forward to to help immediately. One is 6-4
al coaches. A p-ro career has been his senior season.
guard/forward Carl Whitfield,
"The best w_a y I can think of to who played last year at the
'Ingram's dream since his childgo out. is by winning a champion- University of California. Whitfield,
hood days in Seattle.
The 6-3 guard came to Central ship," Ingram said. "We have the who was on Central's campus last
Washington University after two ta lent here and we should be right _spring, established a Butte school
years at Bellevue Community Col- up there.''.
record by connecting on 63 per
The exposure f1f playing . for a cent of his field goal attempts.
lege, but his junior season was cut
short because of a broken foot.. He nat fr1nal championship team, In"With what we have, everyone
earned a st art ing spot, however, gram lrelieves. would enhance his
should
be looking for us," Ingram
prior to being sidelined before the ehancps of a pro career. "An NAIA
"I
see us jelling early but not
said.
! it IP is as exposed as you can get at
conference opener.
Actually, Ingram broke his right this IPvel." he said. "The winning · t.o the point that we'll be flat at the
fo,,t t wie(•. The first injury occured t.radit.ion at Central is one thing end."
Last year the Wildcats finished
in a piekup gamf' before I.he season , ! ha! hr11ught me here."
with
a flurry and went to the
started and he was in a cast for
Ingram has his sights set on a
t hn•(' Wt>Pks. At the time of the ehampionship, but has not set NAIA national tournament for the
injury h(• was playing in a · bor- individual goals. "I hope this 11th time in the last 13 years.
r<1wed pair ,,f I ennis ..shoes that sl'aSr•n will open the door a little Tfley advanced to the quarterhit," he said. "I've got to be an finals before losing to Michigan's
were one-half size too small.
Ingram exp_e cted to miss the all -ar11und player, and that means Grand Valley.
Ingram has tournament experifirst f'ight games but he was g1 ,, •O t ea m play. When one player
ence
at the state level. As a
g1,ps
11n(•-11n-one
I.hen
everyone
anxious t.o jo,in the team. He was in
sophomore at Nathan Hale, he
uniform for th(• season opener. He 1•ls(• is st anding around."
OnP ,,f (:'ight returning Jetter- started all but. the team's first two
played in I.he second game and was
in the st.art.ing lineup by J.he third nl('n. Ingram thinks the 1977-78 games when Hale finished fourth
contest.
Wilcleats will be a lot quicker than in t.he state.
"When I came back from Christ- last year's team. "We have a lot of
Aft.er one season at Bellevue
mas vacation my foot started guys wh11 <·an fill up the bucket," Community College, Ingram was
hurting," Ingram explained. "Then h<· Pxplaim·d. "We will have a.lot of forced to sit out a year because he

was short two credits. He returned the following year to help
the Helmsmen -to a fourth place
community college finish.
Ingram is looking for develop-

Luther jumps to record
With agony evident on his face,
Chris Luther jumped his way to a
world record this summer as
spectators gave constant encouragement on Central's campus.
Luther needed nearly four hours
to complete 16,000 jumping jacks
which broke the mark of 15,025
established in 1974. Three coachwitnesses, Scott Drummond, John
McConnochie and John Klimek,
watched the entire record-setting
performance.
Moral support was even provided by Slick Watts of the NBA
Seattle Sonics . . Watts was at
Central - in August serving as a
guest coach·· for one of Dean
Nicholson's Wildcat Basketball
camps. The Sonics' guard joined
Luther during the four hours for a
few jumping jacks.
Luther, who is a third gr;:ade
teacher in Federal Way and took
fifth-year courses at Central this
summer, did as many as 12,000
jumping jacks while training for
the record attempt. During the
actual attempt, Luther took a
short break after every 2,000
jumps. LuthC;r hit the 16,000 mark
after three-ho.1rs and 48 minytes.
As the record neared, Luther
appeared e"<hausted, but he kept .
saying,''I'm too close to quit rtow."
A tense gathering anticipated the

approaching record.
He set out to break the record
"just for fun. I've been doing
jLmping jacks for .years," Luther
said.
This has not been the only thing
Luther has done out of the
ordinary. Last year he and 13

Learn to Fly!
CENTRAL WASHINGTON FLYING CLUB
[Not CWU Flying Club]
FAA Private, Commercial & ATP (Airline Transport Pilot)
instruction. CFI's and CFII's welcome. VA candidates for
Commercial & beyond are referred to Midstate Aviation, 962-2873.
New four-place IFR Cessna 172-$14.00 per hour includes fuel, plus
dues. Three spare seats to carry cost-sharing passengers,
roommates, etc.
Private license for approx. $770.00 for a full 40 hours of flying.
Occasional opportunity for free flying (glider tow, skydiver flights)
for conscientious club members. Full FBO-type commercial
insurance. Low cost glider ratings available-Glider pilot FAA
Examiner in club.
Call Carmen 925-6723, Bruce 925-91011 or call 925-3263 evenings.
Or write: CWFC, PO Box 345, Ellensburg, WA 98926 for brochure. -

Tuesday night is
pound __,raight

other Washingtonians ran across
the country_ to celebrat~ the
Bicentennial. Working in relays,
the group_walked, ran and limped
the 3,320 miles from the steps of
the state cap!tol building in
Olympia to the grass on the front
lawn of the White House.

Sunday, Dinner
All you can eat
4·7pm 11 $1.25
Spaghetti Green

nf beer

salad Garlic bread

ment of his career · in basketball
and in college. "My. career hasn't
been one success after another,"
he said. "I figure my time is
coming soon. It's got to be."

DEi.i VERY
Daily 5-11 p~

925-5001

·· · ······· · · · ············COUPON····· ................ .

L~

:·

P-oc~a

~ut~

. $2.00 OFF

'

.

~

the ,purchase

of any large or
$1.SO off any medium pizza

with

this~ COUP-_On

Expires ·oct. 31·, 1977
.: ............•.••...••.....•.•...•...........................
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Pigskin open·e r goes awry
Central's Wildcats lost their
non-conference season opener last
weekend as they were handed a
humiliating defeat of 41-3 by
Pacific Lutheran University in
Tacoma.
In a game that . could be described as less · than perfect.. the
Wildcats made mistake after mis-

take. In the first half alone there moved the ball from their own . nin~ from last year. Some of these
were three short punts-six, 20 19-yard line well into PLU terri- players are: · Paul Zurfluf, a senior
and 19 yeards, two fumbles and tory.
from Tacoma; John Hagensen, _
four pass interceptions.
As the clock ticked the final junior from Camas; Pat Murray, a
Yet, in the second quarter the seconds of the half, the 'Cats had junior from Redmond; Jim Scargame began to take on a Q.opeful to sacrifice a touchdown for a field sorie, junior from Seattle; Gordy
look. In a scoring drive that later goal. Charles Stockwell kicked a Simmons, senior from Seattle;
proved to be the only serious 35-yard 'field goal giving the 'Cats Dick Butts, junior from Camas;
att:empt of the game, the 'Cats their only points of the game.
and Dave Christopher, senior from
During the third quarter Pacific Edmonds. ·
Lutheran University increased the
But returning players, plays and
score to 27-3 and by the fourth fans are not the only things Coach
quarter the score was 41-3 . . Last Perry had in ~ind for this season.
year at this time PLU .bel\.,t Central The eight-man front line has been
by almost the same score, 48-6.
replaced after eight years of use.
Though the game did not go as To take its place, Perry has
Coach Toni Perry would . have instilled the 5-2 format that more .
wished, he can be pleased with the and more professional teams .a re
performances of two newcomers turning to. It is said that t}.iis new
from Yakima, Charles Green from defense will hold down the other
Davis High School and Ken Price, team's scoring and will enable the
a transfer student from Yakima defense, especially the backs, to do
Valley Community College. ·some scoring of their own.
Greene caught four passes for 42
Perry and the Wildcats will
yards and Price carried the ball 11 have one week to work out the
Mon-. -Sat.
t.imes for 43 yards.
problems that p,lagued them at
This year .approximately 80 PLU and hopefully be ready this
students turned out for the foot- Saturday when they meet the
4 -1'0 N. Pearl
ball team, with 16 starters retur- Eagles of Eastern Washington
University. Game time is 1:30 p.m.
at. Tomlinson Field.
Elsewhere in ·the Evergreen
Conference this last weekend, .Eastern Washington University

Christine's
Children's clothes

·II

boys and girls-infant
tosize 14.

I
I

We accept Bank Ameri~
card and 1"astercharge

I

SALE

Jon Martin
CWU Quarterback
reversed a three-game losing
streak and beat Whitworth in a
tense game . at Spokane, 27-24.
Two-time NAIA District II Champion-Oregon ·College ,of Education, lost its secon~ game in three
seasons last weekend to Linfield,
35-28. Lewis and Clark over Oregon Tech. 34-0 and Pacific over
Western Washington 17-13. Down
south, San Francisco State
dumped "the Evco's Southern Oregon 41-21, and the University of
British Columbia handed Eastern
Oregon a loss also at 41-21.

Precision
hair
cutting

SPORT-SKI·. BIKE
(Thurs. - Fri.- ·s at. ONLY)·,

Athletic Shoes
TOP BRAND NAMES

Racketball
Tennis Rackets

.~

20% off
Retail
Head-Davis·-

Wilson ...VoitDunlop

~~.-y--r

TT ;

'

hair analyzation
shampoo balancing
conditioning
cut and styled dry

$12° 0 and up
.

.

-

according to length

.

EADHUNTE
,...................................,".......,...
Iii Lorge se. lection · ii:. 1. 1
. ·. ~. I1
HAIR CARE STUDIO

707 N. Main, Ellensburg,

50 %

off-.

\~~:-~~

c~ttons, polyeisters,

wools, surali·n es

Just arrived

Special Dorm Prices

l 0 8" no n-c Ii n g tr i cot,
with matching laces

Team Jerseys
Lettered & -Nu·m bered

The Fabric Shop
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Smith trades at overseas games
"It was like a huge flea market,"
Cent.ral's athletic trainer Gary
Smit.h said of the University
Games in Sofia, Bulgaria.
When Smith, one of five U.S.
trainers for the Games, wasn't on

t.he job .he was busy trading
,s ouvenirs with athletes who were
rompeting from 80 countries. He
said the most popular items were
anything with U.S.A. printed on
them.

The favorite pastime at the
Games was trading articles but the
athletes also were very serious
about the competition. Smith saw
three world records set in track,
the sport fo:r which he had primary
.r-esponsibility.
The Central trainer returned
from his 16 days in Bulgaria with
sweaters, warm-ups and T-shirts
from countries including France,
Germany and Japan, as well as
many memories.
Smit.h's fondest recollection is of
t.he Games' opening ceremony.
"There is no Way to describe it," he
said. "It was the most fantastic
t.hing I've ever seen. The stadium
was full of dancers with beautiful
co~t.umes."

The stadium of Sofia University,
where I.he Games were held, seats
80,000 and Smith said there was a
eapaci
cro.wd for the opening
I
cerem11ny.
,
Once 1he competition began,
Smith was busy approximately 16
hours a day. His work started at
6:30 a.m. ,int.he training room. He
was at the stadium for track
P\Pnt s frr1m 8 a,.m. to approximately 8 p.m. daily. Working with the
wrl's! ling t earn or in the I.raining
room filled I he remainder of
~mi! h's ('VPnings.
With his busy schedule, Smith
manag('d to visit . downtown Sofia
jus! 11111·1"
"Thi· d11wntown area is their
sh11w<"aSt'." he said. "All the
s! n•t·t s an• yellow cobbles! one and
1 h1·n· is n111 a bit of dirt." ·

have examined it and said it's the
real thing." Smith said Dmitrov
was Bulgaria's George Washington.
Sofia's geography, Smith noted,
is similar to that of Ellensburg.
The city is located in a valley,
surrounded by foothills.
Temperatures rose to 30 degrees above norm;il during much
of the Games, Smith said. Hecause of the heat, which reached
the 100 degree mark, the tra~k
competition was halted for a few
hours each afternoon. This gave
Smith an opportunity to trade for
souvenirs.
Housing for the Games was in
dormitories on the Sofia Universit·y campus.
"The buildings were only threey eau-ol d," Smith noted. The

grounds around the dorms were
not maintained, Smith . added.
They never cut the grass. You'd
never kiiow they had a lawn
mower unless you visited a soccer
stadium. They were immaculately
maintained."
The living quarters were heavily protected by guards with machine guns. "We had to carry a
pass at all times," Smith said.
When it came time for meals the
athletes could expect fresh tomatoes and cucumbers. Cold, hard
peas were served every evening at
dinner ex.cept once. "All the food
was' cold," Smith said. Bottled
carbonated mineral water was
served with breakfast.
"The international friendship
through athletics was a tremendous experience," Smith said.

1 :'

Gory Smith

. llighli .l {hting Smith's sightSPPing was a visit to a mausoleum
h11usin~ (;t•11rgi I>mitrnv.
"lit- is pn•s(•rved in a big glass
1·aw." Smi! h t>xplained. "It looks
lih· a grn•d wax replica but doctors

one
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Whytom.orrowS professionals
choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
of advanced calculators today. · ·
They're proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in·
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by mil. .
lions worldwide, and they've passed.
They have staying power. Today's classroom prob. .
lems quickly grow into t-omorrow's on. . the . . job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast.
They're straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
"complicated'.' It means "uncomplicated:' HP calculators are,
above all, straightforward.
They're easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,

:jj)I
\)

f?
1}

to solve their particular problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are.
There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an

::::::,

tt

HP-29C. Our: NEW
Programmable with
Continuous Memory.

{)

f{

$195.oo~·:

Its 98-step program memory and
16 of its 30 storage registers stay "on"
even when the calculator is "off,' so you
can store programs and data for as long
as you wish. Continuous Memory plus
fully merged keycodes bring typi-

cal program memory capacity to f75
keystrokes and beyond. Insert/delete
editing. Conditional and unconditional
branching. Three levels of subroutines.
10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility

I

I

I

I

I

I

!!/ii/Ii

HP-21 Scientific.

;:;:;:;:

HP-22 Business Management.

$80.00*
Performs all standard math ... :.. • '6
calculations, the latter in ra._1.;1 or
degrees. Performsrectan.g ular/polarconversions. Displays in fixed, decimal
or scientific notation. Our lowest priced
scientific.

$125.00*

HP-25

HP-27

HP-67 Fully Programmable.

Scientific Programmable.
$125.00*

Financial/Statistical/Scientific.
$175.00*

$450.00*

A new kind of management tool.
Combines financial. statistical and
Solves repetitive problems automathematical capabilities. Enables busi- matically. Enter your formula once;
ness students to forecast faster, more eas- thereafter only variables. Requires no
ily and with greater certainty.
software, no-"computer" language. Our
lowest priced programmable. We also offer an HP-25 with Continuous Memory,
the HP-25C, for $160.00~ It retains programs and data even when turned "off.'

w 616/51

"Suggested retail price. excluding applicable state and local taxes Continental U.S .. Alaska and Hawaii.
Displays are photographed separately to simulate typical appearance.

Contains the most preprogrammed
scientific functions we've ever offered,
plus comprehensive statistical and financial functions. Lets you forecast, allocate
resources, analyze costs-quickly.

The most powerful pocket calculator we've ever built. 224-step program
memory. 26 storage registers. "Smart"
card reader records contents of both.
Fully merged keycodes increase typical
prog~am memory capacity up to 450 keystrokes and beyond. Superior editing capability.

s

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Dept. 658}, 1000 N.E. Circle Blvd .. Corvallis, Oregon 97 330

1111111:

:;:;:;:;
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CWU to host coaches' conference
Central is the site for one of only
three National Coaches Conferences this year.
Sponsored by the National Association for Girls and Women in
Sport (NAGWS), the clinic at
Central will be held Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1. Other conference locations
are Springfield, Mo. and Lewiston, Maine.
"This is the first one (clinic) in
the Northwest and Central is
fortunate to be the site," conference director Jan Boyungs said.
"We will have an outstanding slate
of coaches here who will discuss
coaching technique, strategy and
motivation of athletes."
The conference is directed at all
coaches of women's sports, both
men and women at all levels.
Nationally known coaches Lucile Kyvallos and Dale Flansas are
just two of the clinicians on the
conference staff. Joining them will
be Sherry Buickel, Sherry Calvert
and Chris Voelz.
Kyvallos' specialty is basketball.
The Queen's College coach is
working with the U.S. team for the
Pan American Games and is on
the selection committee for the
U,S. Olympic team. She was

named 1976 Basketball Coach of
the Year. She has developed
national caliber teams without the
aid of a scholarship system.
Flansas is the women's gymnastic coach· at the University of
Nevada at Reno and also for the
Western Gymnastic Foundation.
He was a member of the World
Games Team from 1962 to 1966, a
winner of two gold and two silver
medals at the 1963 Pan American
Games and. a member of the 1964
Olympic team. Flansas also served
as the head coach for the 1976
Olympic team.
Buickel is a certified athletic
trainer and is currently the head
women's athletic trainer at the

University of Idaho where she is
working for a master of science
degree in physical education. She
is one of an elite group of only
110-plus women in the U.S. who
have passed comprehensive testing by the professional group.
Calvert is . the head track and
field coach at the University of
Southern California. With a specjalty in the javelin, Calvery has
competed in the Central American
Games, AAU National Championships, Pari American Games and
the 1972 and 1976 Olympic Games.
Voelz has made her mark in the
coaching profession as a speaker,
clinician and author of the
NAGWS publication, "Motivation

in Coaching a Team Sport." She is
the coach of. varsity volleyball,
basketball and softball at Maine
South High School, Park Ridge, Ill.
The program emphasis will be
on basketball, gymnastics, track

PIZZA MIA
• Gallons

$225

and field, volleyball and athletic
training.
Carole Oglesby, NAGWS president and Catherine Greene. Region IX AIA W representative, will
speak at the first general session.

Amdal•
Macdonald·

PHOTOGRPPHY
Ph. 962-9500

206 East 4th Avenue

THE COMPLETE
PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER
3 STORES IN 1
STORE - Film, Photofinishing, Photographic Equipment
and Supplies, Custom Printing, Camera Repair, Books,
Picture Framing
10% Student Discount On All Film
STUDIO- Commercial Photography, Weddings,
Portraits: Children, Family, Bu_
siness, Passports
GALLERY- Exhibitions of Artistic Photography

(bring your own iugsl)

OPEN

MON - SAT

9 TO 5 30

Advanced Campus
Texas Instruments
ACE is Advanced Campus Electronics and
we~re proud to offer the ACE line of
electronic goodies that make going to
schooi so much nicer. And their discount
price on name brand merchandise doesn't
hurt either. Take a look, this is the lowest
price that you'll ever find on brands like
Hewlett Packard, Sharp, Royal and Texas
Instruments. Come on in to the University
store. See our brand new line fro.m
And
Advanced Campus Electronics.
while you're at it, check out the hundreds
of other feature items at your University
store. Open 6 days_a week to serve you.

ROYAL JUBILEE

1
Pro9rammatl

58
•

List Price
$124.95
Our Price
$105.95

Save$19.00

1(6)

-With carrying cover

Texas Instruments
electronic slide rule calculator

SR-40

List Price
$32.95
Our Price
$27.95

~

Advanced
Campus
Electronics

List Price
$2rn.95
Our Price
$179.95
Save $40

Save $5.00

List Price
$29.95
Our Price
$24.95 .
Save $5.00

Hewlett-Packard
HP·22

~

List Price
$125.00
Our Price
$109.95
Save $15.05

MODEL RT-1155
List Price
$179.95
Our Price
.$149.95

Save $30.00

At the

-Front loading stereo
cassette deck W/APSS &dolby

Also in Stock ...

TIME TO BUY WATCHES
·
so3-1
Tlmebancf
&vHMllt?lf/J
503·3
503-4

MODEL El· 203

List Price
$10.95
Our Price

$8.95
Save$2.00
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Super cat shJnes
Rick Harris, Central's All-Distric linebacker, predicts the 1977
Wildcat football squad will surprise a lot .of teams and battle for
the Evergreen Conference championship.

Defense, he adds, will be the key
to Central's success.
"Our offense will score a lot
more points than it did last year,"
Harris said. "If our defense can
hold down the other team we will

win a lot of games."
Finding the right ~ombination of
defensive players to stop the
opponent is a major concern facing
Central coach Tom Parry. Harris
is one of only three starters
returning from last year's defensive unit.
The starters and lettermen who
are bac;k are learning a new
system. Parry has installed a 5-2
format replacing the eight-man
Auditions were held in McCon· university drama department's front he has used for years.
The 6-0, 225-pound Harris, alnell Auditorium on Central's cam-· first stage play of the -season.
pus Tuesday and Wednesday eveThe play to be produced, Peter though not yet comfortable with
nings, Sept. 27 and . 28 for the Shaffer's smash Broadway hit the system, favors the 5-2.
"I'm a lot better player than I've
"Equus," was released for amateur
production only this month. The been showing so far," the Toppenuniversity production thus will be ish junior said. "The 5-2 is less
Here's your chance to
the first staging of the play in this complicated. We were too tied up
do something for America.
last year."
area.
We need all kinds of VISTA
Harris said his primary responThe play director, Dr. Richard
volunteers. All kinds of skills.
sibility
is to remain in position for
People eighteen or eighty, we
Leinaweaver, reported that audidon't care. High income or low
tions were held from 7 to 10 p.m. the run. He can then look for the
income. We don't care as long
each evening with Central stu- pass or outside running play. "It's
as you come. Come to VISTA
dents, faculty and Ellensburg area just a matter of time before the
for the most important experidefense starts to click," he ex~
ence of your life. VISTA needs
citizens trying out.
you. VISTA is coming alive
"Equus"-has run successfully in plained.
again. Call toll free:
One team on Central's schedule
New York for four years. Among
Rich Harris
soo-424-8580.
that
relies on the aerial game is
the actory to play the lead role
All-district Linebacker
have been Anthony Perkins, Rich- Port.land St.ate University, a
~ The Adver11s1ng Co...."'
The team-oriented Harris has
ard Burton and Leonard Nimoy. school that tried to recruit Harris named t.o I.he All-District and
following his sophomore season. All-Conference teams last year not. set. any personal goals for the
The Vikings wanted him to red- aft er a second team spot on the. 1977 season, but he hopes for a
t
shirt. a year so he decided to retur.n . league squad his freshman season. league title. "If w£ win that,
to Central.
He also has been an honorable everything else will come along,"
'Tm glad I didn't leave," he said. ment i<1n All-Northwest. player the he said. Harris views Western
Washington University as the
"We have some good players back last t wo years.
and the coaches are all great. . Parry calls Harris the best Evergree.n Conference team to
There is not. as much pressure Central line.backer in the last five beat.
91'.Y. RENTALS- .....
· . ..IPAllS
I have a lot. of respect for Pat
here as there would be at a bigger years. "When he hits you, you're
school.
.~ • 91.AaGI SIUCTION
stopped;" I.he Wildcat coach said. Locker. In order to stop Western,
Harris already has established The la~t two years Harris has been you have to stop Locker."
• Of DISCOUNT RICOltDS
As a freshman last year, Locker
himself as a premier player in the voted Central's out.standing tackrushed
for a league record 1,340
Evergreen
conference.
He
was
ler
by
his
teammates.
• AND TAP.II
yards, scored 10 touchdowns and
earned Associate Press All-American honors.
The remaining five Evergreen
opponenis should not be taken
lightly Harris adds. "We don't
have ?n easy game on the schedule," he noted. "They're all going
to be tough."
Defending league champion is
Oregon College of Education,
417 N......... 925-1121
. .. K+which has won 13 straight conference games. OCE is again ex-.
pected to be a title contender. •
Try our new soft shell Items
Central's best Evergreen finish
su.c h· as tacos
during Harris' first two years at
school was a second in 1975. Harris
and burritos
did not ·enroll at Central immediately after high school. Instead he
worked for a local meat packing
plant and in. one year shed ·100
pounds. His high school playing
weight was a whopping 320
pounds.
"I worked 10 hours a day, six
days a week," he explained.
"There wasn't much time to eat."
after 6 p.m.
Harris still works at the job during
7-days a weelc.
the summers.
Following graduation Harris
:·····················coupon
would like to work as an acco'QnWeekdays to _12 p.m. Fridays and
tant in the Portland area. He said.
he is right on schedule toward his
Saturdays to 1 a.m.
925-400'0
degree .

Drama ·tryouts held
for fall production

I .

VISTA

VISTA

-~h~~~

1

m:tBla

~DEAN'S T..V. & APPLIANCE.

~ "-~~~ES YOUt

I

Cra,lg
R.C.A. • Sony
Zenith

DEAN'S.1·ll
T.V. & IPPUAICE

.

1~41==c~=~11111lli

Wei.c ome Students
We've got ·everything to
satisfy . your hunger
pains 11

A&W welcomes

We also have
ho.me and dorm

back CWU
·students with
this special

..

delivery

Honored on ·

............................................................................... ................... ·:
\..;..oooaoa•o.o. lo.cc-~17il~ D'@'if'UYj!Z--.:>.!o..co - :
~

.. all Burgers

~ Invites you to come in and sample some of

and
Sandwich,e s
Sept. 29 - Oct. 2

our homemade food.
We specialize i~:

ONE HAMBURGER OR
SANDWICH PER
COUPON

•Sandwiches served on hom.emade bread
• Homemade soups, salads and d.esserts
• Great pizzas • Outrageous mexican food • Juice bar ·

: 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Thtfr.
: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Fri.-Sun.

:....•.....•...................................•..........
South M aln
FAMIL v RESTAURA~T .
.

925-3050- orders to go-

105 W. 3rd.

~

/

····~·-······························~·-·················~···································~·····!
-
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·VolleYball team hopeful
BY DAVID' ADAMS

. For many, th~ wor!f Volleyball
means: wasting away tlie day.
· But·, between the hours of 4 p.ni.
and 6 p.m. the word Volleyball,
takes . on . a completely diff~rent
.meaning. Hard work, determination and sacrifice. And it is just
that meanmg,, according to head
coach Michael Crouch, . that is
going to take Central to the
nationals.
"We are going to be strong,"
said Crouch, "We ·are, in my
opinion, going to be a very tough
contender for the national title."
Even though the Girls Volleyball Team hasn't played their first
game yet, Crouch says he has
reason for being so optimistic.
1

His reasons take the form of five
returning varsity players.
"Diana Rector, Colleen Hall,
cheryl Mercier, Teri Price and
Carol Daiberl are returning from
last year's varsity team," said
Crouch. "They are the / hardest
hitters, setters and blockers in the
Northwest, I think."
· Yet, it takes more than just
talent to win a championship.
Experience and intelligence is also
a factor and Crouch says his team
has it. "Between these five girls,
there is 17 total years of experience." We are going to try
something new this year, the 6-2
e>ffense. Ifs a very difficult offense
to run. But these girls I know ean
run it."
7fhe 6-2 offense, Crouch explain-·

Catalog

ed. -is a rotating and substituting · "There is no Junior Varsity
offense allowing a good setter to coach, because there is no money,"
always be in the back and strong said Crouch. "I am very disappointed. The final cut is Wednesspikers and blockers in front.
But five returning players are . day~ there are lots of taleritea gu.IS
not th~ only thing Crouch has to be that won't have a chance to play
happy about-Toni Periono and competitive volleyball." .
For those girls who do make the
Chris Wonder are two freshman .
that Crouch feels will greatly add team, 10 traveling and four home
to the team's strength. "They are to fill out the ranks, competition is
both hard workers and determined going to be different. Central is no
and are both 5'10", he said. longer playing in the league they
_This year there -are 26 girls were in last year. "We are going
turning out for the fourteen posi- small college independent for the
tions which are available. With first time/' said Crouch. "It will be
there not being a junior varsity a good advantp.ge for us because
team like last year. the competi- we won't be pfaying aga1nsC.
schools that can't recruit their
. tion is going to b~ tough.

Night program growing

In the past years, Central's
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: Representatives from the following night school program has grown to
organizations will
conduct . the extent that it will be even
meetings in the Career Planning further extended this year with
the Evening College concept.
and Placement Center as shown
~~cording ~o university officials,
below:
the
·class offerings will be nearly
Sept. 30-U.S. Dept. of State-Foreign Group meetings being held doubled.
Courses to_ be taught · in the
-at 9 a~m., 10 a.m., 11 a.m. and
evenings will cover a wide range of
1:30 p.m.
Oct. 3-University of Puget Sound subjects, all fully accredited and
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER
Law School, Tacoma, Washing- '.open to regularly enrolled stuEXAM: This exam is for positions
ton. Group meetings being held dents, whether they are hill-time
as Foreign Service Officer for the
or _part-time Cen~ral students.
at 10:30 a.m. to noon.
U.S. State Department. The exam Oct. 5-7-U.S. Marine Corps OfAlthough there are about 75
is to be given on Dec. 3 Application
ficer Information Team.
academic classes plann~d. for the
deadline is Oct. 21.
PLACEMENT OllIENTATON evening college, any number of
· 'Group meetings are being held
MEETINGS:
Placement Orienta- other courses may be set up if
in the Career Plannin'g and Place-· ·
there is sufficient interest and an
ment Center on Sept. 30, with an tion Meetings are being held for all
ability to offer them:
oficial representative here, to dis- seniors and graduate students who
A special "hot line'~ telephone
will
seek
positions
with
business,
cuss career opportunities as a
indust_ry,
or
government
agencies.
Foreig_n Service Officer.
The meetings .will be held on
COMMUNITY GALLERY, Wednesday, o·ct. 5--.-:3 P·!I!_· ~o _3:45
p~in. to 3:45 p.m.-SUB 208.
408 1/z N. Pearl St., upstairs, will
Thursday,
Oct. 6-2 p.m. to 2:45
feature painting and sculpture by
p.m.-SUB
208.
Ted Neth, Pasco; prints and
sculpture by Morse Cleary•. Pasco;
LABOR TEMPLE DANCE Colphotography by Ed Dunning, lective W. 3rd, 925-4892 or 925Moses Lake; and pottery by Jeff 3906.
Pinius, Lake Stevens. The show
FALL SESSION D.t\NCE
begins Sept. 10 and ends Oct. 1. classes. Oct. 3-Dec. 15. Modern
Hours: noon to 5 p.m., Tuesday Jazz-Creative-Body-Align- .
t.hru Saturday.
ment-children's cl~sses.
CELEBRATION OF THE university status of Central will be
held on the south lot of Stude'nt
Village, the corner of 14th and
Alder. A bonfire on Friday, Sept.
30 will burn the symbol of the
college and the bringing in of the
university. Activities will begin at
7:30 p.m.

players." ·
•·we .will still play the bigger
universities, but we won't have to
fight against an unfair advantage,"
he said. This will give us a better
and fairer· shot at the nationals
because we won't have to beat the .
larger university teams to get
there."
•
.The first gatne for the season is
a home game Oct. 4 at 6 p.m., with
Spokane Falls Community College.
Then on Oct. 7 and 8, the team will
travel to Idaho University in
Moscow for an invitational tourn·ament. ThP. rest. of the Girls volleyball schedule will be announced.
later.

numt>er, 963-1501, were in~tall
ed at night class offices during the
evenings of Monday and Tuesday,
Sept. 26 and 27, to make it easier
for interested ·persons to obtain
information on course offerfn_g.
Evening college course wQrk to
be taught this upcoming year will ·
be the joint effort of 24 depart~ .
ments on Campus. The topic will
ran~e from the accounting area's·
Certified Public Accountant re-view classes, to the class of
psychology of adjvstment, from
the psychology dep~rtment . .
Enrollment costs in the evenmg
college program are generally
based upon the number of credits
taken, with a $20 per credit
charge. Students taking ten or
more credits are classified as

full-~ime students and must pay
the full tuition and fees for any _
number 9f credit;s more than that. ,
Passed last year by a new state
law, the university may wai~e
tuition and -fees for senior citizens
wanting t~\ take some ~lass work.
Those over 60 years of age who
wish to enroll for up to two courses
per quarter may qualify under .
certain conditions for the waivers.
Interested persons should contact
the registrar's office.

Registration for most evening
college program classes can be
completed at the first session of
each class. Some pre-registration
and information data can be made
available by telephoning the registrar's office.

THE NEW

Big John Drive In

------908 E.

Sweaters for you by

Home of the a·ig John Burger

Puritan and Pendelton

2 flavors soft serve 'yogurt daily

All name brands and descriptions

'·

Complete fast foo.d menu
3 f lavo.r s soft Ice .Cream
Op8n 11a.m.-midnight Sun. - _Thur.

11 a.m.-1 a.m.

Fri. and Sat.

Inside dining Drive-up window
Home a·nd Dorm Delivery
fash_lons /eans by Levi

Sun. - Thur. 5 p.r-)1.-midnight

and BNG

Fri. and Sat. Sp.m .-1

925-5900

a.m.
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925-1111

925-2222 .

WE DELIVER
2:00 A.M. DAit. V
5·:00 P.M.
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Pineapple
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A.

Fresh Tomatoes

Shrimp
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Turkey, Canadian Bacon,
Lettuce and Tomato. Ser~ed
with Salad.

$1.95

Grape
Mr Pibb

Sprite
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Small - $1.35 ; Medium - $1 .95;
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COUNSELING
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CANADIAN BACON

HARDCORE
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PLACEMENT

of Your Choice
Baked and Garnished with Cheese,
Pickles, Tomatoes and Onions. Ser'(ed
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A Hot Sandw1·ch
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GRINDERS
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962-9841

Please allow 30 minutes for your Custom Pina
20 minutu for Grinders
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Pepperoni Sausage Mushrooms Blade Olives
Canadian Bacon Green Peppers
Onions
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962-9833
SHERIFF
925-9858
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OPENS 11 A.M. DAILY
$1-0.000.00 SWEEPSTAKES
.STARTS OCT 1ST
YOUTO ,CAN WIN UP -TO $100
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